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I only went out for a walk
and decided to stay out
until sundown, for going out,
I found, was really going in.
JOHN MUIR
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During my day I often have the opportunity to walk the bay trail that links the two
sides of our Corte Madera campus. Usually, somewhere along the path, I stop and
gaze out on the water. At times I see and hear the quiet lapping of an incoming tide;
at other times I watch wind-tossed waves break along the beach. The water is always
moving, in and out, and around about.
Much like the water our school community flows and fluxes. We move through time,
engaging, separating, and reengaging in a myriad of complex relationships. Rarely
do we get a chance to stop and consider the constant motion of our community.
This new periodical, The Current, is one such opportunity. Several times each year
The Current will focus on a theme fundamental to the Marin Montessori experience
and explore it through varied voices of the community: children, parents, staff,
alumni, and friends.
This issue looks at some of the many ways that children move beyond the classroom
into the greater world. These experiences are part of the conscious development
of the Montessori continuum. Through these opportunities children internalize the
sense of connection to the world so beautifully put by John Muir, “I only went out
for a walk and decided to stay out until sundown, for going out, I found, was really
going in.”
In their book, “The View from the Oak,” Judith and Herbert Kohl describe how each
creature sees the world through a discrete set of senses and thus creates a reality
that is uniquely its own. As we explore the world around us, we become familiar with
different ways of sensing, different ways of knowing. When we—children or adults—
range far afield, whether on a local “going out,” a multi-day class trip, or walking
Spain’s Camino de Santiago, we integrate new experiences into new understanding
and expand our sense of the world and our place within it. Even in the exploration
of the close at hand—a garden, a beach, or an oak tree—we find the opportunity to
connect, to learn, and to grow.
Maria Montessori aptly observed, “There is no description, no image in any book
that is capable of replacing the sight of real trees, and all of the life to be found
around them in a real forest.” Our students will engage in exploration of the world
away from campus this fall and throughout the year. I hope this inaugural issue of
The Current will entice you and your family to go out and about together whenever
opportunities arise. You don’t have to venture far to share the joyful experience of
discovery with your children.
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Why Trips Matter:
The Significance of
Going Out in the
Montessori Experience

“The traditional classroom is no longer enough.”
		

- MARIA

MONTESSORI

Going Out trips—those created and completed by
Montessori Elementary students—are the best way
for children to safely experience a taste of the
world. The classroom is merely a microcosm of
greater society and provides the basic structure for
organization, choice, and follow-through (otherwise
known as freedom and responsibility). Throughout
the first plane of development—from 0 to 6 years of
age—children gain a solid understanding of and have
ample opportunity to practice physical independence
in a controlled and prepared environment. During
the second plane of development—6 to 12 years—
physical independence is achieved and can be
extended into environments that may have been
previously unknown.
In order for Elementary children to prepare for
Going Out trips they must demonstrate that they
are able to act responsibly in their immediate
community. A teacher may take her class on a field
trip as a preparation and practice for leaving the
classroom and acting in an appropriate manner in
the outside world. Going Out requires students to
self-regulate and make choices. There are small
steps where we watch the children make choices
and experience the outcomes. We want them to
make choices that will ultimately contribute to the
common good of humanity and to themselves. The
idea of Going Out is to foster these good choices.
At the Elementary level, Going Out trips are
imagined, designed, and implemented by students.
Because children are simultaneously developing
their imaginations and intellect, there is a deeper
need for dual environments: one that can provide
motivation and provoke questions and the other
that can satisfy the independent investigations of
answering those questions. The purpose of a Going
Out trip varies with the interests of the students
planning the trip. They are typically done in
small groups with one non-interfering adult as a

chaperone. For instance, a small group of children
may be inspired by a lesson on the area of a polygon
and want to plan a trip to Stanford University to
measure the football field in square feet, or another
group may want to create a meal for the classroom
and gather supplies from the local market, but first
get a private cooking lesson from a local chef.
The possibilities for their trips are endless, and as
teachers we are often amazed at how far children
will take an idea.
It is the role of the teacher to ask questions and
tell stories that will encourage students to want to
investigate answers beyond the walls of the classroom.
I wonder how many turtles one could find at
Lake Lagunitas?
What do you think would happen if you
hand-delivered that letter you wrote to the state
representative?
Have you ever been to the American Legion and
wondered who the people were in the unnamed
portraits? What do you think their stories are?
When children return from their Going Out trips they
come back with stories and experiences that inspire
their classmates to want to partake in adventures.
When Elementary students complete the process
of Going Out trips, they gain confidence, experience
triumph, and have opportunities to develop
organizational skills, resilience, and negotiation.
Something as simple as buying leafy greens at
the grocery store for a classroom pet incorporates
a plan, an experience, and an outcome. As adults,
we can predict some of the experiences children are
likely to enjoy; most often they come up with them
on their own. Any assistance that we can give them
in supporting their interests will help to get them out
and about in the world and ready to take on society.
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2014-2015 CLASS TRIPS Slide Ranch, Marin County + Headlands Institute, Marin County
+ Fort Ross, Sonoma County + Camp Tuolumne Trails, Tuolumne County + Catalina Island
+ Lake Tahoe + Yosemite Institute + Ashland, Oregon + Washington, D.C.
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Every year, the Junior High takes a trip to bond
with the members in the community. Students
like myself learn to set goals for the year, bond
with others students, and most importantly push
out of our comfort zones. This is done through
trust exercises, bonding time, and ropes courses.
This year the Odyssey Trip was held at Alliance
Redwoods Christian Retreat Center near Occidental.
It had everything: basketball courts, soccer fields, a
cafeteria and gift shop, and most importantly, ropes
courses. I loved this location.
On the first day, members of our community broke
into groups and performed ropes courses. My group
went to an activity called The Piñata. This was
similar to a giant swing; you would be in a harness
that was attached to two ropes. One rope was
connected diagonally to a pulley where it fell into
the hands of others in your group, and the other was
connected high into the treetops vertically. Once the
person was clipped in, other members of the group
would pull the rope attached to the pulley until the
participant was at a comfortable height. This activity,
along with all of the other activities at Alliance
Redwoods, is a “challenge by choice” activity. Once
the person was at her preferred height, she would
disconnect herself from the diagonal rope and be
sent through the treetops on a swing. I was a little
nervous at first, but it was certainly worth it. When

you disconnect yourself from the diagonal rope, you
fall for a few seconds and soar higher than you could
believe. This was a great way for me to push out of
my comfort zone.
The adventure of the trip continued. The next day,
my group participated in activities that included
a giant teeter-totter, a rope swing, a sky swing,
low and high ropes courses, a marble run, and a
blindfolded trust walk. The day felt very long, but
a good type of long. At the end of the day, our
community gathered around the campfire and
shared stories, song, and jokes. As far as I know, this
is a Junior High tradition for the Odyssey Trip. It was
perhaps the most important bonding time of the
trip. People treated each other like longtime friends
even though they might have met less than 48 hours
earlier. My favorite thing about the gatherings was
Liesbeth’s ghost stories. (She does research on the
location that we stay at each year and composes
a ghost story about it.) They are terrifying, so
terrifying that almost everyone is afraid to walk back
to their cabins at night.
The Odyssey Trip is one thing that makes our school
unique. Without this trip, our community would
not be the way it is, it would not be as close and as
supportive. The Odyssey Trip taught me both about
myself and others.
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Why

I

Travel

Hi. My name is Noah Bergeron, and I am a Marin
Montessori School alum (2004), recent college
graduate, and travel enthusiast! During the summer
of 2014 I walked over 500 miles across the Spanish
countryside following the path of St. James. Many
people know this walk as the Camino de Santiago,
but it has many other names as well, one of which
is La Compostela de St. James, which is what you
find on the certificate you receive upon completion
of the walk. This trip was one of the most amazing
travel adventures I have experienced up to this
moment in my life.
My love of travel took root early in my life. Marin
Montessori School introduced me to travel and other
cultures. I was fascinated by every excursion we
took. I can remember in first grade traveling with my
teacher, Joni Perry, to the American River. The exact
details are a bit fuzzy, but the feeling of experiencing
the gold rush was exhilarating for a 6-year-old.
Later, in the Upper Elementary I had the amazing
opportunity to go on two trips taking me out of
California and another that took me to a whole
new country. I thought I was lucky enough to be
introduced to Shakespeare at an early age (I was
in 4th grade when I acted in A Midsummer Night’s
Dream); however, being able to visit the Ashland,
Oregon Shakespeare Festival with my whole class
was unheard of among other kids my age. After my
6th grade trip to Mexico with Phyllis Pottish-Lewis,
I knew that I had caught the travel bug! Being
immersed in a country speaking a foreign language
conjured an amazingly horrifying yet comfortable
feeling inside me, one that I knew I needed to
experience again. Once I recognized how I felt as a
result of being immersed in a different culture,
I knew that I needed to see more.
To this date I have been out of the States 6 times,
once with MMS, twice with my family, once with my
fraternity, once with a small group of friends, and
most recently on my own. Every trip I have taken in
my life could be seen as a progression towards

traveling the world on my own. Montessori showed
me the value of different cultures and the feelings
they conjured within; my parents showed me some
parts of Italy and introduced me to our foreign
family. In each of those trips I saw how similar
people are all over the world and how genuine
people will be if you let them. I knew I needed to
reduce my baggage and immerse myself deeper
into the culture of the places yet to be visited.
I decided to walk the Camino de Santiago for
several reasons: to celebrate my recent graduation
from college and as an intermediate step from the
world of scholastics to the working world. I couldn’t
be happier with my decision. The best part of the
walk was the people I met along the way and the
lessons I learned from them simply as a result of
meeting and spending time with them. The first few
days of the walk I took the immersion a bit too far:
I walked with a young woman a little older than
myself who didn’t speak a word of English, which
would have been fine if she had spoken Spanish,
but of course, she spoke Italian. Those first days,
although very quiet, allowed me to see that
language barriers can be broken through mutual
experience and body language. We shared the
days and the hilarity of nature on a deeper level
than normal acquaintances. Later in the walk I made
many other friends and I became known as the
crazy Californian boy, not because I acted out of
character but because I wouldn’t let anything stop
me from seeing and experiencing the culture. I was
constantly thinking about ways to sample the local
festivals and meet local people, and not return home
having met only other pilgrims. Marin Montessori
taught me to be happy with myself and to be
confident in my feelings. So, I was. I met people of
all ages and from all countries, and if I look in my
journal from the trip I know I will find 10+ invitations
to visit the friends I made along the trail in their
home countries. The Camino walk was an amazing
experience for me, one I hope I can share with
everyone I meet in the future.
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Montessori Model
United Nations
Saving the World,
One Problem at a Time

In March 2015, Marin Montessori will participate in
its inaugural year at the Montessori Model United
Nations (MMUN). A dozen MMS Upper Elementary
students will be representing our school community
as delegates from the Kingdom of Spain, the
Republic of Turkey, and organizations that take on
the greatest threats to peace and humanity. At the
MMUN they will be among students taking center
stage as our world’s leaders and heroes.
The brainchild of the Montessori Model United
Nations began with former “M Magazine” Editor
Judith Cunningham, and Francis Lorenzo, a UN
Ambassador from the Dominican Republic. Its
roots extend to Maria Montessori during her tenure
as Ambassador to the UNICEF Charter of Human
Rights. The UNICEF Convention on the Rights of
the Child was adopted directly from Montessori’s
work, and the MMUN emerged to honor this work
worldwide.
Separate nations with their own borders, their own
customs, and their own exclusive rights no longer
have any reason for being. There will always be
human groups and human families with different
traditions and languages, but these cannot be
sufficient reason for the existence of nations in the
traditional sense of the word: they must unite as
constituent elements of a single organism or die.
MARIA MONTESSORI, Education and Peace
The Montessori Model United Nations launched in
2006 in New York City with 200 Upper Elementary
students from North America and the Caribbean.
For three days students caucused, negotiated, voted,
gave speeches, and wrote resolutions to address
some of the world’s pressing problems. They met new
friends, shared personal stories, and shared contact

information so that connections could continue after
the conclusion of the program.
Years—and thousands of students—later the MMUN
is fully sustained by trained teachers as well as
alumni of the program. 2015 marks the first year the
MMUN will extend itself with a third program based
in China, where the number of Montessori schools
has grown exponentially in recent years. Participants
in the New York conference are anxiously anticipating
the outcome of the new conference in Zhengzhou,
China.
The goal of the program is to inspire youth and give
them the tools and confidence to make a difference
in their communities and world. Through weekly
after-school meetings throughout the course of
the school year MMUN students study, prepare,
formulate, present, debate, and revise positions on
current global issues that are affecting people of the
world. By assuming the perspectives of a citizen of
their selected countries, MMUN students not only
develop an understanding of the fundamental needs
and rights of humans, but also learn to respect the
cultures, political views, and belief systems of others.
A culminating conference in NYC in March 2015 will
allow the students to transform themselves into UN
Delegates and assume the rights and responsibilities
of world leaders.
The bonds that are created among student
delegates are everlasting. Experiences are shared.
Stories are told. Months or years later new stories
emerge. Obstacles to overcome, hard work, long
days, and late nights become well worth the effort
as young people learn that they can be effective
in changing the world through connections and
collaboration.
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Living
History

In mid-October, I had the opportunity to chaperone
the Great White Egret’s class trip to Fort Ross, a
former Russian settlement and trading fort on the
Sonoma coast. This is a living history trip that the
Upper Elementary classes participate in every fall,
rotating the location and curriculum every three
years. It includes weeks of preparation by the
students & teacher: researching their characters,
creating costumes, learning the history of the
location, and planning some of the actual logistics
of the trip.
The living history trip has many opportunities for
the children to really exercise their education and
skills in a real life, albeit historic, setting. The trip
actually started for me the week before when I met
with the “Cooks,” the group I would be chaperoning.
They were tasked with the job of cooking over
two fires to provide authentic Russian food for
40 campers and adults. When I arrived they had
already researched and decided on a menu and had
started some of their shopping. They had to multiply
fractions to quadruple recipes, estimate portions
and size, and stay organized so that we could ensure
that everything was ready to be quickly packed the
morning of the trip.
We arrived at Fort Ross in the early afternoon and
had to get right to work as the borscht we were

preparing for dinner would need a couple hours
to stew over the fire. During this time I got to
observe the kids—the leaders, the hard workers,
those who had done their prep work and knew
what was required of them for this job—as well as
the dynamics of how they interacted with each
other. I’ve done classroom observations before, but
chaperoning an overnight allows you to fade into the
background since the kids get comfortable having
you around.
Along the way students were learning about some
of the realities of life at Fort Ross that no research
in a classroom could have taught them. Peeling and
chopping vegetables for the stew in a drizzling rain
consumed our first 2 hours of work. As anyone who
has worked in the kitchen with their kids can attest,
this is a slow process and takes some patience on the
part of the adult to stand back and let them learn.
This was hard work for everyone involved, and we
were asking for several hours of it. I was amazed by
how these kids rose to the occasion; when they got
cold they would stand by the fire for a few minutes
and take a short break but then go right back to
work. When the fire needed tending they took turns
bringing wood over and positioning it on the flames
to keep our pots cooking. They followed the recipe
carefully to make sure we didn’t miss anything.
And they washed cutting boards, knives, and bowls.

By 5:30, when we finally had dinner, dessert, fresh
butter, and Russian Bread all laid out on our prep
tables to serve, the students were tired but pretty
proud of what they had created. We had a few
minutes to talk before the camp came down to eat.
The student cooks reported being tired of standing
and carrying heavy buckets of water; that the
chopping was so much harder and took longer
than they expected; that the wood smoke from the
fire kept getting in their eyes whenever the wind
changed direction; that they were cold from the
drizzle. Then we talked about how this was just one
meal (we still had breakfast the next day to prepare),
and tried to imagine doing this day in day out 365
days a year (without a grocery store to purchase our
supplies from). Even as an adult this was a very
powerful view into history: my back was sore, my
hands hurt from lifting the heavy cast iron pots
into and out of the fire, and my eyes were burning
from the smoke. I knew just how the kids felt.
We all developed a profound appreciation for the
challenges of coastal fort life 200 years ago.
Whether Militia, Artisans, Hunters, Clerks, Cooks,
or Gardeners, no matter the group, students
experienced similar insights into the lives of their
individual characters. The day after the trip the
students held a “wax museum” at school to show
parents all the work that went into the trip and
share what they had learned. Each child presented
his or her travel journal—the story each wrote and
researched about how his or her character made the
journey to Fort Ross. Members of each group then
had a wealth of knowledge to present about their
jobs at the fort: why they used certain colors in their
art; games that were played; vegetables that were
available to cooks; and weaponry the militia used,
and why. This list was long and could have been
even longer with abundant time.
Next time you are speaking with an Upper
Elementary student, ask him or her about the trip.
I’m sure you’ll learn more than a few things you
never knew about Fort Ross and appreciate the
significance of this rich immersion experience shared
by our fortunate children.

[
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Summertime
Adventures
JONI PERRY
My summer was very exciting and very interesting.
I was on 16 airplanes between June and August!
I finished my art album and took it on the road,
stopping along the way to teach two art curriculum
courses. My first destination was Marquette,
Michigan, where I presented the album to 45
Elementary teachers on hand for AMI’s Elementary
Alumni Association. From there I traveled to
Geneva, Switzerland to present it (with the help of
a translator) to 60 French-speaking AMI Montessori
Elementary teachers, and spent time living in the
small town of Get, just outside Geneva. I have
been working on this 350-page album, which is a
collection of all art lessons given to 9 to 12 year-old
Montessori students, for over 5 years. Completing
it was a tremendous and satisfying accomplishment
for me. I am excited that it will be published and
available to a broad audience later this year.
After wrapping up business in Switzerland I headed
to Spain for rest, relaxation, culture, and great food.
Oh! The incredible art! And food! And people! I’m
eager to go back for more of everything. Until then,
I will be working on improving my Spanish.

PAM WISNER
I spent the month of July attending the AMI Inclusive
Education Course at the Montessori Institute of San
Diego, a “long-awaited program” led by Montessori
teacher trainers, Montessori educators, and medical
specialists. Thirty-five experienced AMI Montessori
teachers and teacher trainers representing all levels
(Toddler, Primary, and Elementary) from around
the world attended this course. My roommates were
from Australia and France. We will all return next
summer to complete the course.
This summer’s course included lectures and
readings on the anatomy and physiology of the
brain, emotional and psychological disorders,
maturation disorders that cause learning disabilities,
autism spectrum disorders, sensory integration,
ADD and ADHD, executive functions, movement
and reflexes, language development and language
pathologies, visual and spatial development, reading
disorders, and early intervention. There was always
an overarching discussion about how the Montessori
prepared classroom environments at each level best
support children with special needs.
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Transitional Thinking

Yesterday I was thinning and transplanting mustard
greens in the Bay Garden with Trae, Sienna, and
Grace. There were some places where the seeds
had not come up, and the soil was all prepped and
ready, so we relocated plants to those empty spots.
Our goal is for those plants to thrive and then feed
us great salads for our community lunches. In my
new role as Farm Manager and science teacher for
MMS Junior High, I am so pleased to see my first
seeds planted at MMS begin to sprout and take off.
As a newly transplanted Midwesterner in Northern
California, I feel a lot like those mustard greens.
I hope to thrive here in the soil of the great MMS
community that I have begun to experience and
then, in turn, contribute to the health of the same
community. But first I need to get over a little bit
of transplant shock. It has been a tumultuous few
months for me.
I have come to Marin Montessori after 14 years as
farm manager for Lake Country School, a Montessori
learning environment in Minneapolis, with a rural
campus called the Land School, where I lived and
worked. The Land School is located an hour and a
half away from Minneapolis in hilly rural Wisconsin.
During my time with Lake Country, we grew the size
of the gardens to several acres of vegetables and
flowers. We added farm animals, greenhouses, a
maple sugarbush, and an orchard. We constructed
a school/dormitory building and began a residential
program that is now in its 10th year. All the while,
I put down my own roots and grew my own
understanding of and appreciation for Montessori
education. My 2014 summer was filled with packing
and goodbyes, but it also was packed with work in
one of the most challenging farming seasons I can
remember.
Spring 2014 in northwest Wisconsin was unusually
cold and wet. There was snow on the ground well
into April, and it rained so much in May that we were
unable to prepare the soil to properly plant most of
the crops in a timely fashion. June, usually warm and

sunny, was cool and wet. In fact, there was so much
rain in June that local weather watchers declared
it officially the wettest June since they started
keeping records. In that challenging time, we had
short planting windows. Our soil at the Land School
can take up to a week to dry out enough to work
after it is saturated, and we never got that luxury
in all of May and June. We had to “mud-in” many
of our transplants and do the best we could under
the circumstances. I never took off my mud boots
from the time in April when I switched from snow
boots, until mid-July, when we finally had some dry
weather. My regular shoes got lonely for me.
Amid this challenging season, I wanted to leave
the gardens bountiful and ready for my successor,
Laura, a dear friend who had worked with me years
before as an apprentice. So most of my “transition”
summer was spent planting, weeding, mulching, and
fertilizing the Lake Country Land School gardens
and leading the LCS community in engaging in the
work of the land. The 2014 gardens are really my gift
to the Lake Country community that has nurtured
me so well over the years. By the time Laura arrived
at the beginning of August, the gardens had come
around to their usual bounty.
My secret is to imagine a garden full of healthy
and abundant soil life and plants. By focusing on
manifesting abundance, I welcome and notice
opportunities to support the soil and plants. There
are always challenges, but I just do the best I can
to create a healthy environment for the plants to
grow. In a sense, organic farming and Montessori
education are similar processes. You create and
support the environment, and the organisms thrive.
This applies to soil microbes, plants, animals, and of
course, people. I expect great things. While much
has changed in my life during the last few months,
I do appreciate the love and care that has gone into
preparing the soil of the MMS Junior High, both
for me as a new Farm Manager and for the young
people.
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